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Calibrate BPM

Get BCM Constant

Insert bpminfo to rootfile

Read epics from file

Read openoffice spreadsheet

Read harp scan peak

Find peak for each bpm antenna

Minuit fit for bpm constants

Initialization file

Insert bpm info
to rootfile

$G2Pworkdisk/codeshare/bpm

You can find code in



  

Database for Beam Package

Saved in $DB_DIR/pyDB, Make sure you have $DB_DIR environment!!!

BCM Calibration Constant

BPM Calibration Constant,5490 is the run 
number used for calibration,1 means for 
happex(0 means for fastbus)

Current for each run, machine read 
only,hard to read for human 



  

Database for Beam PackageDatabase for Beam Package

Will support format like 『 5485-5902,5903 』 later

1 for happex and 0 for fastbus

Available current for calibration constant

BPM Survey Data,
From Survey Report

For straight through, can define multiple target z
Which configuration for these runs,0 means straight through

Calibration Constant



  

Database for Beam Package

Calibration Code will automatically download the database from:

http://hallaweb.jlab.org/experiment/g2p/collaborators/pzhu/wiki/pyDB/

And will save it to your $DB_DIR/pyDB directory(will generate pyDB 
directory automatically)

Will check for update every day

http://hallaweb.jlab.org/experiment/g2p/collaborators/pzhu/wiki/pyDB/


  

All you need to do:

➔ Add beampackage directory into your $PYTHONPATH environment

➔ Run:
./bpm.py rootfile
or ./bpm.py runnumber (need to modify rootfile path in code)

for happex, add “1” at the end of command

can input multiple files

Make sure you have python 2.* installed
Make sure you have pyroot compiled with root



  

Then the bpm info will insert to your rootfile:

BPM pos in bpm coordinate

BPM pos in hall coordinate

Average BPM pos in hall 
coordinate

Average target pos in hall 
coordinate(depends on how many target 
z defined in database)

Will add event by event pos info later,like targetx_%i

A branch named 'pos' 
will appear in your tree



  

Todo(for beam package):
● Will update the straight through calibration 

constant later(3.13 and 5.2,fastbus and happex)
● Will add auto update for code soon
● Will support to deal multiple rootfiles 

later(*.root.%i) 
● Will add raster info and position fit from bpm to 

target for another configuration with magnet
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